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Recorders                  
Name Specs Data Storage Real Linguist Pros Real Linguist Cons Price 
Zoom H1 - Records in WAV up to 24-

bit/96kHz and MP3 up to 
320kbps 
- 2.1 ounces (without batt) 
- Stereo X/Y mic 
configuration captures perfect 
stereo images 
- 10 hour battery life on 1 AA 

-microSD - Can mount it directly 
on DSLR for video 
-Quality audio 
-Easy/quick to use 

- Not made well for 
standing up 
- Fragile, plastic, small 
buttons, small display 
- Dries up batteries when 
OFF (some) 

$99 

Zoom H2N - Records in WAV up to 24-
bit/96kHz and MP3 up to 
320kbps 
- 4.6 ounces (without batt) 
- Built in XY and MS mics 
record 360° 
- 20 hour battery life on 2 AA 

-SD card - Simple to use, well-
designed interface, 
backlight 
- Directional control 
- Small and not 
intimidating to 
participants 
(unobtrusive) 
- Long battery life! 

- No XLR inputs 
- XY and MS are stored 
in separate files, not a 
single stereo file (you 
have to merge them later) 
- Accessories are not 
included (windscreen, 
stand, remote) 

$169 

Zoom H4N - Records in WAV up to 24-
bit/96kHz and MP3 up to 
320kbps 
- 9.9 ounces (without batt) 
- Built-in X/Y stereo mics 
record at either 90° or 120° 
- 4-6 hour battery life on 2 AA 

-SD card - Sound quality, multi-
directional mic.  
- XLR input 
- ratio of size to 
functionality (small 
size but lots of 
functionality) 

- It's easy to mess up a 
recording and not all 
OS’s recognize it 
- The audio is not loud 
enough for good 
playback 
- Battery life not great. 

$269 

Tascam DR-
05 

- Records in WAV up to 24-
bit/96kHz and MP3 up to 
320kbps 
- 15.2 ounces (??) 
- Built-in Stereo Condenser 
Omnidirectional Microphones 
- 17 hour battery life on 2 AA 

-MicroSD - Cheap 
- Functional 
- Large interface 
- God backup, cheap 
enough to part with- 
left mine with my 
speakers :) 

- MicroSD is a pain 
- Not compatible via 
USB with all OS’s 
- Serious battery drain 
- No XLR inputs 

$79 



Tascam DR-
07 

- Records in WAV up to 24-
bit/96kHz and MP3 up to 
320kbps 
- Adjustable Stereo Condenser 
Microphones (XY or AB) 
- 13.6 ounces (??) 
- 3-6 hour battery life on 2 AA 

-MicroSD - Good quality 
recordings, works well 
with external mic 
- Movable mics 
- 2 second pre-
recording buffer 

- MicroSD is a pain 
- Not compatible via 
USB with all OS’s 
- No XLR inputs 
- Battery life changes 
over time 

$129 

Tascam DR-
40 

- Records in WAV up to 24-
bit/96kHz and MP3 up to 
320kbps 
- Switchable microphone 
position from X-Y to A-B 
- 7.5 oz (without batt) 
- 15 hour battery life on 3 AA 

-SD card - 2 XLR inputs! Under 
$200! 
- Multi-track recording 
at different levels 
 

- 3 AA batteries, and if 
recording w/ XLR and 
phantom power, only 
good for about 5 hours 
- Noisy when using 
handheld mics or 
pressing buttons 

$175 

Tascam DR-
100 

- Records in WAV up to 24-
bit/96kHz and MP3 up to 
320kbps 
- Two sets of microphones for 
cardioid or omnidirectional 
pickup 
- 1.1 pounds 
- 10 hour battery life (lithium 
ion rechargeable battery-
included) 

-SD card - 2 locking XLR 
inputs 
- Double battery 
options, lith ion 
battery charges quick 
- Hard case, aluminum 
- Quiet controls 

- Too many controls 
nested in menus 
- Heavy, intimidating 
- Doesn’t come with a 
case 

$225 

Marantz 
PMD661MKII 

- Just as good as every other 
thing except more $$$$ 

-SDCard - 2 XLR inputs - Broke after one field 
season 

$670 

 



Microphones                 
Name Specs Type Real Linguist Pros Real Linguist Cons Price 
SONY ECM 
44B 

- 1 AA battery provides 5000 
hours 
- 3-pin XLR 
-6.9 ounces 

Lavalier - Great for interviews 
with one or two people 
or conversation 
between two people. 
 

- Some people are 
uncomfortable with the 
Lavalier microphones. 
-It can be weird showing 
people how to clip it, or 
clipping it onto people 
you're unfamiliar with 

$200 

SONY ECM 
MS957 

- 1 AA battery provides 2000 
hours 
- Stereo mini-plug 
(headphone-sized) and XLR 
- 11.7 ounces 

Stand - Good quality, ease of 
use 

- Non standard 5 pin xlr 
inputs (Don’t have to use 
XLR, can use also use the 
mini-plug) 

$300 

AT8022 - 1 AA battery provides 700 
hours 
- Stereo mini-plug 
(headphone-sized) and XLR 
- 1.7 pounds 

Stand - Includes two cables - 
balanced XLR out and 
one with an 
unbalanced Tip-ring-
sleeve out  
- For situations with 
more than 2 speakers, 
I use the AT8022, 
which is good for 
recording in this kind 
of situation. 

- The quality of the AT is 
good but it picks up a lot 
of ambient noises. 

$400 
(AT2020 $75) 
(AT8033 $200) 

Countryman 
E6 

- Phantom power 
- 8.6 ounces (1/10th of an 
ounce while on) 

Earset - Virtually 
unbreakable 
- Unobtrusive, blends 
in after a while 

- Very expensive 
- Can be awkward to put 
on people 

$500 

 



Other Important Opinions from Real Linguists            
 
- A QUIET RECORDING SPACE. The best recorder and mics in the world are nothing if you don't have a quiet space. 
 
- Good headphones!! 
 
- Reliable laptop computer 
 
- Definitely recorder, then camera/video recorder. And comfortable equipment bag (I like ThinkTank). 
 
- Announce when you are about to sneeze/cough so you don’t blast your ears off later. Don’t record without permission (duh). 
 
- Do everything you can to get away from roosters/motorbikes/pigs, etc. Be very aware of your acoustic surroundings- A/C, radios, 
other people, breezes, waves, etc. 
 
- Transcribe as soon as you can, especially if you’re working in language- you won’t remember as much as you think later. Always 
have a workflow. Label your files. Keep your metadata updated. 
 
- You need a good notebook and pens. Extra SD cards. Backup hard drive. 
 
 
Discussion: What else? 



 


